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ABSTRACT

Coverage metrics have traditionally been used to evaluate the effectiveness of procedures for testing software systems. In practice, however, the metrics are heavily influenced by the characteristics of traditional programming languages such as Fortran and Pascal. Languages such as Ada differ from traditional languages to such an extent that it is necessary to develop new metrics.

This paper proposes a number of coverage measures for Ada features such as packages, generic units, and tasks, and discusses their interpretation in relation to the traditional coverage metrics. It also proposes a mechanism for collecting these coverage measures. In addition, it suggests that coverage metrics may also be interpreted as indicators of dynamic system performance.

INTRODUCTION

The last few years have seen an increased emphasis upon the development of techniques for assessing and controlling the quality of software products. Research in the U.S.\textsuperscript{3, 5, 13, 14} and practice in the Japanese computer manufacturers' software factories\textsuperscript{15, 16, 22} have recognized the importance of measures of program structure on one hand, and techniques for quality assurance on the other as fundamental aspects of software quality assurance.

The vast bulk of the work to date distinguishes between measures of program and system structure, which can be obtained by automatic analysis of source code, and dynamic measures of program quality which develop confidence in program quality by testing the system\textsuperscript{19} would be McCabe's cyclomatic number for the former\textsuperscript{15} and test coverage for the latter\textsuperscript{18, 14}.

There have been few reports of efforts to integrate both static and dynamic measures to allow an overall assessment of software quality.

The TAME\textsuperscript{5} project at the University of Maryland's Department of Computer Science intends to integrate tools for obtaining both static and dynamic measures of program quality into a single environment. This will allow the quality of a software product to be monitored at all stages of its evolution and allow judgements to be made upon the basis of various values obtained. Although TAME is overwhelmingly language independent, its first application will be for monitoring systems written in Ada.

Most of the useful code-based metrics measure the static structure of the source because there is a serious shortage of measures of dynamic structure, with Conte et al.\textsuperscript{10} citing only a simple liveness measure.

Considerable experience has been gained in using these two classes of metrics to study systems implemented in traditional programming languages such as FORTRAN, COBOL, Pascal, and PL/I, and many of the quantities measured reflect their characteristics.

The availability of languages such as Ada and PROLOG, and their use in applications systems, necessitates the development of new measures. Since these languages differ significantly from those currently under study. Structural coverage metrics will need to be tailored to allow for the impact of these new features upon programing practice.

\textsuperscript{a} The third author is on leave from the Department of Computing at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Melbourne, Australia.
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\textsuperscript{b} See\textsuperscript{6} and\textsuperscript{7} for a complete description.
The results of a joint study between the University of Maryland and General Electric show that a number of Ada features such as packages, generic units, exceptions, and tasks, appear to be misused, and to be a source of program faults. Applying existing measures to Ada programs without explicitly recognizing its unique characteristics may lead to a totally misleading picture of a system's structure and quality.

Traditional measures of test coverage include:

a) the percentage of source code instructions executed,
b) the percentage of partial paths traversed,
c) percentage of predicate outcomes exercised,
d) the percentage of procedure or function calls made,
e) the percentage of procedures executed.

The first three of these measures are essentially statement level measures and reveal little about the system structure. On the other hand, the last two measure the procedural level and provide an indication of system structure.

Measures relating to procedure usage will need to be reassessed because of the impact of Ada's generic units and facilities for partitioning systems. In addition, new measures should be defined for tasks and exception handling.

Measures of the dynamic behavior of a large system consisting of a number of program units cannot be obtained easily by examining its source code. They may, however, be deduced from an analysis of the system's behavior during execution and interpretation of statistics normally associated with testing, such as various coverage measures, and for altering the strategies used for planning tests.

The objective of test coverage measures is to allow some estimate to be made of the extent to which a set of tests is likely to have revealed errors in the test subject. Generation, and the interpretation of coverage metrics, will depend upon whether a series of unit tests, a subsystem test, or a complete system test are being planned.

In what follows, we propose a number of measures of static and dynamic structure for systems implemented in Ada. We discuss their interpretation in relation to traditional test coverage measures as a first step in the development of a more complete method of dynamic structure measurement through testing. These are, in general, re-interpretations of existing measures.

Many of the measures are not specific to Ada and can be applied to any language supporting multiple entry points (e.g., Fortran, PL/I, Assembler), internally and externally callable procedures (e.g., Cobol, PL/I, Assembler), generic declarative structures, or tasking (e.g., Module).

ADA AND COVERAGE MEASURES

There are four important features of Ada which impact the design of coverage measures which will be discussed further in this paper. These are:

a) generic units
b) packages
c) exceptions, and
d) tasking.

The first two of these deal with the procedural level of system structure, while the last two support non-deterministic system behavior. A complete set of Ada coverage measures must include the statement level metrics mentioned earlier. Table I shows the relationship of the various measures.

Generic Unit

Generic units may be instantiated into a new unit by a declaration either overloading an existing unit name or creating a new one. Instantiations may apply a generic unit to different types. It is not possible, therefore, to assume that a particular generic package has been properly tested until all its instantiations have been tested. Steps must also be taken to ensure that all references to individual instantiations are correctly counted. At least one currently available path analysis tool fails to make these distinctions.

Ada's provision for block statements, executable units containing declarations, raises the possibility of a particular instantiation of a generic procedure not actually being elaborated with the result that type checking may not be complete. We will need a coverage measure for generic unit elaboration for this reason.

Packages and Libraries

The potential use of Ada library units and packages as devices for arbitrarily partitioning a system also presents a problem. In this case, the public entities in the package or library constitute a potential set of entities that can be referenced from any part of the project. It will therefore be necessary to decide which entities should be included in coverage counts and the method to be used in categorizing them.

---

4 We note that block statements also require special treatment for similar reasons, however, we have limited our discussion to those features which illustrate our point.
A particular package may contain units which can be referenced from within the package as well. This provides another basis for estimating coverage.

**Tasking and Exception Handling**

Ada's tasking and exception handling mechanisms add a new dimension to path coverage since it may be desirable to verify that paths which traverse more than one program unit are exercised and to verify that various interactions actually occur. Each of these aspects of Ada must be accounted for in any proposed measures and explicitly considered in their interpretation.

The issues discussed here apply to other languages which support similar features.

**COVERAGE METRICS FOR ADA**

We focus on the impact of Ada's facilities for partitioning systems and on the impact of generic units because these are the features which necessitate reevaluating the approach to coverage measures. Any complete set of measures for Ada would, of course, include specific examples for packages and procedures of both the generic and non-generic variety. In that sense, some of our definitions are themselves generic.

**Procedure Interaction and partitioning**

We wish to distinguish between the static structure and dynamic behavior of a system which may consist of Ada library units, packages and a program. We may then obtain an indication of system complexity based upon this difference.

Let us consider a system which references "a" different units. Let us also suppose that there are a total of "m" references to the "a" units. The ratio n/m could provide an indication of the static complexity of such a system. Two systems may have identical (n:m) ratio; however, they may have different interactive complexity since one may activate most of its references via a -- m units, while the other may not.

The total number of references executed by a set of tests which represent a typical input would also provide an indication of absolute dynamic complexity. The ratio n/m corresponds to a procedure call coverage metric.

We will base our discussion on procedures since these are among the most significant program units from a system structure point of view. A system written Ada will appear as a collection of packages and subprogram units, each of which may have multiple procedures.

We can distinguish several different types of procedure reference, depending on the location of a reference and its target:

a) Intra package reference ... the reference in the current package is to a procedure in that package,

b) Extra package reference ... the reference in the current package is to a procedure in some other package,

c) Inter package reference ... the reference is directed to a procedure in this package from some program unit outside the package,

d) Combined inwards package references ... the sum of a) and c), and

e) Combined outwards package references ... the sum of a) and b).

These can be repeated for the program reference giving

f) Intra program reference ... the reference is to a procedure in the program, and

g) Extra program reference ... the reference is to a procedure outside the program.

**Dynamic Interaction Measures**

It is possible to define a wide range of these metrics which measure the amount of interaction between specific packages; however, we restrict ourselves to the following simple examples to illustrate the principle.

A) The number of extra referenced procedures in a package called compared to the number of procedures in a package

B) The number of combined inwards procedures referenced procedures in a package called compared to the number of combined inwards package references, and

C) The number of extra procedure references in a package executed compared to the number of extra procedure references.

Measure A cannot be interpreted without a knowledge of the number of combined inwards referenced procedures for the package concerned and the context of the test. It will convey no information in addition to a static count of the referenced procedures in a package if the package is in a system test. However in the case of a unit test, it will show that the components of the package are inadequately tested.

* We could consider interaction between a given package and each of its partners, and some subset of its partners, for example. We could also consider all possible combinations of these against the procedure reference categories presented above.
Measure B will show the extent to which a particular package's inwards calls are being utilized by a particular test. It will, as the procedure coverage asymptote, provide an indication of the total dynamic complexity of the package's inwards communications.

It is also interesting to consider the implications of this measure for a single test case since it provides an indication of the dynamic complexity of the path traced by the individual case. This may be useful in judging the difficulty in debugging faults found during the test. A similar interpretation can be applied to to measure C.

**GENERICS AND COVERAGE MEASURES**

A generic unit is a template from which particular instances of a general unit can be obtained. A declaration provides a program unit name and an optional `generic_actual_part` specifying the name and the types to be used by this particular version of the package. The elaboration of the declaration of an instance of a generic unit creates a new version which is distinct from other versions generated from the same generic unit. This is true even if instances have been instantiated with the same `generic_actual_part`.

Instantiated units are indistinguishable from ordinary units. All relevant coverage measures should therefore be collected for both types of units. For example, procedure call coverage measures should clearly be collected in both cases.

In addition, elaborating an instantiation effectively completes the process of type declaration and can produce errors. Coverage measures are necessary for this case also. Any knowledge of the instantiation can be obtained only by an examination of the instantiating statement and the generic unit, and any data about its behavior can only be collected by monitoring the original generic package or the point of instantiation.

The mechanism used to obtain coverage measures or procedures cannot readily be used for generic units. We shall discuss an appropriate method in the section on implementation.

---

* See page 128.

---

* The Ada instantiation and generic package mechanism automates the process of type translation which might otherwise be achieved explicitly by a procedure which existed solely for that purpose. Monitoring procedure usage would, of course, be simpler in such a way, but the semantics of the linkage between a procedure pair might not be apparent. Ada makes the link explicit but complicates the measurement process.

**Coverage Measures For Generics**

We will discuss an number of measures for generic units, focusing on instantiation since it is this feature that makes the generic unit special.

I. The first dynamic measure for generic unit should be:

- Elaboration Coverage for a Generic Unit

  the number of instantiations elaborated for a generic unit divided by the total number of actual instantiations for this generic unit.

  It is necessary because type checking cannot be said to be complete until a declaration is elaborated, as we have already said.

  This measure is essentially a procedure coverage metric, but it may also be used to provide an indication of the extent and nature of actual reuse of a particular generic unit, as distinct from that which was intended.

  An equivalent static measure would be the number of instantiating statements for a given generic unit.

- Total Elaboration Coverage for Generic Units

  If the average number of instantiations actually elaborated for all generic packages is large, it could mean that this system is making effective use of its subcomponents.

- Generic Unit Instance Coverage

  From a test confidence point of view, exercising each instance of a generic unit is necessary since errors occurring in one instance may not appear in another. A test set which exercises a large proportion of generic units without producing errors will raise user confidence significantly. We recommend two measures in this case, one for individual generics, and one for a complete system.

  Individual instantiations may have different combinations of data types and operators as parameters as represented by their individual `generic_actual_part`. This is a major reason for insisting that each instance of a generic unit be exercised. Ada's overloading of operators can lead to a situation where a previously tested program unit may be used with new data types which are not valid for its semantics. However, the instantiation will not be invalidated if there exist operators for data types supplied. This is a sufficiently subtle problem to warrant special attention.

  It is therefore important to collect coverage measures for data type usage which provide a perspective of how data types are exercised dynamically. We need to know the the structure of each unique `generic_actual_part` associated with each generic procedure, since this specifies a semantically unique instantiation.
**Unique Instantiation**

- An instantiation of a particular executable generic unit is said to be unique if the `general_actual_part` specified differs in terms of actual type usage from that used in any other instantiation of that generic unit.

Based on this, we get the following coverage measure:

**Unique Instantiation Execution Coverage**

- the number of unique instantiations being executed for an executable generic package divided by total number of unique instantiations declared for that generic package.

A high value of this measure means that the unique instantiations for the generic have been extensively tested. The tester may have increased confidence in the unit if no errors were detected.

It may also be useful to exercise a generic package with `generic_actual_part` applying it to a variety of data types. This would require some prior knowledge of the problem domain for which the unit was intended. A testing philosophy of this type could lead to the certification of a generic package for a set of data type combinations.

The method of collecting this information will be discussed in the section on implementation.

**Parameter Utilization**

A generic procedure may have been created by extending the application of some existing procedure to a new type set. It will be necessary, therefore, to monitor the internal statement coverage, during subsequent testing, to ensure that the behavior of all operators are verified. One particular possibility is that the type of only one of a generic procedure's parameters may be altered. In this case, a tester will be interested in ensuring that all statements affected by that parameter are exercised.

We can use the method described by Rapp and Weyuker to obtain the set of "all-use-paths" for a particular parameter. Designing tests which ensure that the set of "all-use-paths" for a particular parameter were covered would ensure that all statements in which the parameter appears are exercised. This will ensure that any new uses of type conversions and operators are actually tested.

The following metric would indicate effectiveness of parameter use coverage test.

**Parameter Usage Coverage**

- the number of statements in which a parameter appears which are executed divided by the total number of those statements.

Tests aimed at collecting this metric would ensure that the impact of parameter type changes was evaluated.

A similar static measure could be proposed which would show the extent to which a package was likely to be influenced by a particular parameter.

**Parameter Usage Factor**

- the number of statements in which a parameter appears compared to the total number of statements.

---

**TASK AND EXCEPTION COVERAGE**

A complete system written in Ada may contain independent tasks. A full test of such a system may be the only satisfactory mechanism of evaluating task interaction, since task unit tests would validate the function of the task and not its user. A similar argument can be applied to exceptions; a unit containing exceptions can not be considered tested until it has raised all its exceptions. Coverage measures are therefore required for tasks and exceptions. In the case of the former, we would wish to know:

a) whether every task was activated,
b) whether every entry to a given task is used.

Coverage metrics can be defined readily for these cases.

An identical set of measures would be needed for exceptions.

**Task Execution Sequence**

While not a coverage metric, we advocate recording the task execution sequence. This will simplify the detection of errors due to poor synchronization strategies and allow the construction of tests designed to force particular task ordering.

---

**IMPLEMENTATION**

The statistics necessary for computing the coverage measures that we have proposed can be collected by the use of automatically inserted probes written in Ada as part of the TAME project.

---

b See also Weiser et. al. and Weiser.

1 See Brown and Hoffman and Stucki for examples from other languages.
Structure test coverage execution requires two components: an instrumented program and an execution monitor. Probes are inserted into the source code to obtain the instrumented program. The execution monitor initializes the probe, records when they are executed, and reports on its results.

We use a generic probe package to implement the execution monitor. Elizabeth Kaz first used this approach in a prototype coverage system, but that approach has been extended. As Fig. 1 shows, this package has two generic parameters and declares two procedures. Size (a parameter given to the generic package `initiate_record`) indicates how many probes have been added to the code. The increment procedure is called with a probe number in this range whenever the associated probe in the instrumented program is executed. A separate probe number is allocated for each unique object under observation. The report procedure reports on the results whenever it is called.

We will now consider how the nature of these probes varies with the various items being monitored and discuss their insertion into the program to be instrumented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRADITIONAL AND ADA COVERAGE MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM FEATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task and Exception Coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

instrumenting The Program

An instrument consists of two components: the probe and its monitor. The probe is inserted in the code, and the probe monitor collects the data.

probe Monitor

Probes monitors will be implemented as generic package. They consist of variables which record values for some coverage measures whenever the procedure increment is called and compute the necessary statistic when the procedure report is called at the end of each unit's execution.

Inserting a probe into a generic unit would cause multiple instances of that unit to call a single probe monitor. Some difficulty would then be experienced in deciding which instance of the package had actually called the monitor.

generic
instance_no : natural;
c_table : record_type;
package probe_monitor is
procedure increment(probe_number: i_size);
procedure report;
end probe_monitor;

Fig. 1. Structure of probe monitor

Using generic packages for probe monitors solves that problem since a new version of the monitor can be created with every instantiation of the unit being monitored.

This is implemented by inserting an instantiation statement for the probe monitor inside the specification part of every generic package. Whenever a generic package is instantiated, a new instance of the probe monitor is generated. The variables in one instance will give coverage measures for one instance of a generic package. Therefore, we can easily distinguish the coverage measures of a generic package for different instances.

The structure of the instrumented specification part for a generic package is shown in Fig. 2.a. The instantiation for such a generic package is given in Fig. 2.b.

There are two parameters passed to the probe monitor. The first is an instance number identifying the particular instantiation of the generic unit, and the second is a table represented by Fig. 3. The instance number is not used for non-generic units.

The table has two components. The first one gives the unit name (e.g. name of generic package), and the second one is an array which holds details of each probe active for that generic unit1. The details include the probe's usage, location, count, value, etc. Therefore, every instance of the probe monitor must be aware of the meaning of each of its probes and the total number in use.

The tables themselves are instances of the generic table shown in Fig. 4. Property_list is a record whose structure is determined by the number and nature of the properties of each probe as described in the bottom.

---

1 The non-generic unit is treated as a single unit.
generic
c_no: natural;
package XX is

xx_monitor is new probe_monitor
(instance_no => c_no; c_table => xx_table);

end XX;

a. The structure of instrumented specification part for a generic package

yy is new xx(...; c_no => xx_no);

b. The instantiation statement for the generic package

Fig. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit name</th>
<th>Unit 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probe name</td>
<td>Probe 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3 Information for each probe

row of Fig. 3. The generic table has the form shown in Fig. 4.

All instantiation statements for this generic table will be inserted at the beginning of the main program, since the number of probes needed for each program unit can be determined during compile time. One instance of the probe monitor can therefore collect the coverage measures for all non-generic program units or one instance of a generic unit.

Task Monitor

The task monitor is implemented by a task with one entry which receives the signals from tasks and records the sequence of task execution. Each task may have several entries which may be invoked by other program units (including tasks) and may also have statements which invoke entries in other tasks. Since the tasks can be executed concurrently, the invoking sequence may be very complicated. The task monitor records the invoking sequence for each system. The structure of the task monitor is given in Fig. 5.

The specification part of the task monitor will be inserted before the main program; therefore, the monitor can run concurrently with the main program.

The entry has one parameter for receiving signals. Whenever an entry in a task is invoked, the task monitor is invoked by a statement inserted at the beginning of the original task entry. This statement passes the name of this entry to the monitor.

generic
unit_name : string;
size : natural;
package initiate_record is
type table_type is record
  information : property_list;
  serial_no : natural;
end record;
type table is array [1..size] of table_type;
type record_type is record
  name : string := unit_name;
  name_no_table : table;
end record;
end initiate_record;

Fig. 4 Generic Table

task task_monitor is
  entry signal(name_of_the_calling_procedure)
end task_monitor;
task body task_monitor is
  ...
  accept signal(name) do ...
end signal;
  -- put the name in a list ...
end task_monitor;

Fig. 5 Structure of Task Monitor
The probes for recording non-task activity consist of a call to the increment procedure in the appropriate probe monitor and code to ensure that the call is made only once. As already discussed, the probes are inserted before or after the components to be measured and may contain code which determines whether the event being monitored actually occurred.

A structure coverage tool which collects a full range of Ada related measures is currently being constructed as part of the TAME project. The tool will implement the instrumenting concepts described in this paper and will be used to explore the impact of Ada on testing strategies.

CONCLUSION

We have discussed the impact that a language such as Ada has upon the traditional measures used for evaluating test effectiveness. In particular, we have drawn attention to the impact of Ada's system partitioning facilities, and its generic capabilities, and suggested new measures which recognize them explicitly.

We have proposed that some individual language features be counted explicitly during testing. The particular features differ significantly from those traditionally measured. Previously, ensuring that all statements and components were executed would be a reasonable goal. Applying those same criteria to Ada programs without explicitly considering these new features might lead to unjustified confidence in the results of some testing processes. A failure to distinguish between particular instantiations of generic units is a case in point.

We have also suggested that coverage measures may also be useful in determining a system's dynamic characteristics and as an indicator of its complexity.

Our future work will include a further investigation of these concepts.
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